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THE AIR AGE 

A CCORDING to current literature, we are now in the 
Air Age. Certainly there are few people today 
whose perbonal lives are not in some way affected, 

directly o r  indirectly. by air transportation. Further- 
more, one need but read the newspaper headlines and 
thumb through the aviation magazines to  become aware 
that our dependence on this form of travel is steadily 
increasing. 

Significant. too- are manifold new developments and 
technical improvements. Thirty-five-hundred-horsepower 
engines, commercial airplanes that will weigh 300,000 
pounds or more and fly in excess of 300 miles per hour 
at an elevation of 305000 feet, luxury airliners capable 
of carrying 200 or more passenger;; in super-charged 
cabins wider than a Pullman (three seats on each side 
of the aisle instead of two), with berths and staterooms, 
a s  desired, a t  a cost of four cents or less per passenger 
m i l e ~ a l l  of these the manufacturers are now not only 
designing but have started producing in some cases, and 
all are typical of the equipment U. S. airlines will utilize 
with the advent of peace. Every detail from now-secret 
radio-navigation aids to windows made of two hi&- 
nesses of polaroid glass that will never fog and can be 
adjusted to admit just the right amount of light will 
be provided. Plans for cargo carriers are just as 
elaborate. 

Concurrently, to serve their own interests as  well as to 
keep in step with the activitieb of manufacturers, operat- 
ing organizations have been equally busy. Already the 
C i ~ i l  Aeronautics Board has before it several hundred 
applications to increase the domestic route mileage of 
United States airlines from a present approximate total 
of 60.000 miles to more than 500,000 miles. The ma- 
joritj of these applications, intended to provide air 
transportation service to every citj in the nation with a 
population of 25,000 or more, have been submitted by 
existing airlines and established surface carriers, such 
as  the Grqhound Corporatioif. which applied to flj some 
50.000 miles of helicopter feeder routes. supplementing 
- 
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its bus service and tying in with t~he major airlines. 
However, other interests, including the private citizen, 
also h a w  made applications. 

THE COMMERCIAL AIRLINE 

At the present time, successful commercial air carrier 
operation is a very complex activity. So that the reader 
may gain some idea of this complexity, let us consider 
a few of the problems facing an individual or group of 
individuals desiring to establish and operate an airline 
as a practical business venture. For the sake of brevity, 
we shall assume that our would-be airline operator 
already has obtained the necessary capital, qualified 
personnel, certificated air-borne equipment, and adequate 
ground equipment and facilities. Also that he has been 
granted a route certificate and, if his case is a good one, 
a mail contract b j  the Civil Aeronautics Board. Now 
the operator must make the airline, figuratively and 
realistically speaking, fly. To accomplish this, he must 
resolve such general problems as administration, ac- 
counting, purchasing, public and industrial relations, al l  
more o r  less characteristic of a m  business. plus four 
special considerations : 

1. Operation of tfhe aircraft. 
2. Maintenance of the aircraft. 
3. Communications and meteorology . 
4. Traffic and passenger service. 

Since the authors are primarily concerned with air- 
craft maintenance, it is their intention, with no thought 
of detracting from the importance of other phases of 
airline operation, to confine this discussion to the subject 
of keeping large airplanes in first-rate flying condition. 
At this point, then, in order full j  to appreciate the em- 
phasis placed on thorough and efficient aircraft upkeep, 
or maintenance- the reader must realize that utilization, 
and that is average fiying hours per airplane per day. 
determines available ton-miles; and passenger-miles, 
which are the commodities an airline has to sell. 

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE IN GENERAL 

"Turning Them 4round" refers specificallj to major 
eerbice and overhaul of airline aircraft at the main base. 
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Years ago most airline maintenance methods were far 
different from those of today and from those contem- 
plated for postwar operation. Likewise* a utilization of 
six to eight hours per day was once considered normal 
and 10 hours per day exceptional; hut now 10 hours per 
day is normal and we hear that 15 to 18 hours per day 
can he expected in the future. Obviously, then, main- 
tenance and overhaul procedures have been and will 
continue to he revolutionized. 

For example, consider the case of a major trans- 
oceanic airline in the late 1930's when the public was 
not yet " d d "  on flying and a 2,400-mile overnight tri 
to Honolulu was regarded as a pioneering venture. Wi t!; 
but a few airplanes (all flying boats) in scheduled op- 
eration, it was not practical to establish mass prodnction- 
line types of shop layout, work scheduling, and produc- 
tion control. In addition, the airplanes, engines, and 
propellers, as well as numerous instruments, accessories, 
and "gadgets," were the first of their type ever used in 
commercial- airline operation. Therefore, until the new 
equipment had been proved in service and all the "hu s" 
eliminated, practically full time was devoted to detai f ed 
inspection and service of almost every part of the air- 
planeÃ‘th system used being analogous to that of a 
professional auto-racing driver who is mechanic for his 
own .racing machine. 

Today both inspection and service of the aircraft are 
no less thorough; they are, in fact, more comprehensive. 
However, methods and procedures have been streamlined. 
Specialized testing machines have been developed, port- 
able hoists have been obtained, so that now when a 
propeller, engine,' or other heavy part must be removed, 
the hoist is brought to the airplane instead of the air- 
plane to the hoist-&e industrial analogue of pushing 
the piano stool to the piano instead of vice versa. Many 
parts that once were returned to the manufacturers for 
servicing, repair, and overhaul now receive complete 
overhauls at the base. 

Besides, there are three other important developments: 
The first springs from the fact that nowadays when an 
airplane becotaes useless, the reason is just as frequently 
depreciation as ohsolescense. Perhaps the outstanding 
illustration of this point is the Douglas DC-3. For over 
10 years the DC-3 has been the outstanding commercial 
air transport in all parts of the world. Indeed, it was 

AT LEFT: 

UPPER: Coming ashore or being launched, Boeing 314 
on marine railway in the up position. At this point, the 
airplane may be towed onto the apron and thence into 
the hangar or may be lowered into the water via inclined 
tracks (upper ortion of which are visible) and cast afloat. 
Note wheete / cradle supporting the plane as described 

, in the text. 

CENTER: Honolulu Clipper gets the work; With worfc- 
stand3 in place, the service proceeds. Pro Hers have 
been removed for checking and await reins+@ r Iwtion. Nete 
stile-like arrangemerit for atasess to efther workand over 
top of plane, tracks for overhead,bist, and weight con- 
trol station in lower foreground. Also, portion of a sec- 
ond airplane's tail assembly visible in right background. 

LOWER: Engines and propellers rate meticulous atten- 
tion. View from too werhtand platform &ws mechanics 
at work on No. 1 eu9a.e and propeller. In the foreground 
a portion of the hydr@ulically operated propeller blade 

pitch-changing mechanism may be seen. 
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1 I I .  ' 4 i.r\i' niiii. ~ l i r - ' i J \  rin. 0 1 ,  on t l n  ticular alum:num alloy tubes used to fabricate these spars 
I 1 I I iiiic'kl\ in.ullr,i iitnl i ln- :tirulaiic' are subiecr l o  strcss-corrosion crackina under certain 
I I . . I l .  . i h - r .  ...I# ,1 c ~ ~ . \ i . - i i i t - n t  k i * i k .  cond'~ 'ok:  and the ill~istrated X-ray inspiction procedure 
I 1 I I .  I I .  I I .  --ili't\. is  used ro examine critical areas in scarch of nossiole 

rom acrossthe Pacific, and ~e shall follow it from it 
" 

hose effects on the aluminum skin are devastating ove 
andina. throuarh the shoos. un until the time it is r a Ion= period of time, is washed off with fresh wate u. 

ed for its next scheduled ti; hen the airplane goes'into the hangar. Continuing the 
s the airplane lands in San ark on tlie hull, cleaners scrape off any scum that via 

VR accumulated. In this connection, it may be  
note" that but a few days after December 

eastbound Clipper arrived, sho'wingnot on 
scars-shrapnel gashes and bullet holes s 

ed as it escaped from Wake Island-hut also car 
n , already have b g the first direct proof of what had happened 

arl Harbor. Its bottom was stained with oil, a con 
on which prevailed for months on other airplanes 
ell until the harbor was at last cleaned up. 
To facilitate work on the airplane- three-story wo 

s are utilized. These are simply dc luxe portab 
oldings of dimensions suitable for workingon a 

plane whose wing span is some 150 feet. The lowe 
orkstand platforms arc s l i~ l i t ly  above floor level 
e equipped with cleaning fluid tanks and outlets, j 
on boxes for connection to hangar electrical and 
essed air  outlets, and desks for llie filling out of wor 
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Turning Them Around chambers and on wobbling mounts that simulate all 
(Continued from Page I I )  types of flight conditions-there is always a test flight 

to make certain that items wliich functioned separately 
problems to cope with that he can no longer concern satisfactorily will perform ju5t as correctly on the air- 
himself with the details of servicing individual airplanes. p lm % ^ ̂ ^ its engines = 
Similarly. the shop superintendent, charged with the run ul) thoroughly by qualified mechanics; 
responsibility of supervising more than 20 different shops inspectors commence a simeJ of the $hip which 
and crews ubich may number as much as 1.000 men. labts fie duration of fligllt. the flight crew 
finds his time occupied to a large degree by personnei cm .hoard a check of the entire 
matters whose ramifications can be and sometimes are- airplane before the actual flight test begins, when all is 
quite complex. He. too. therefore, must restrict his ir, readiness, engines are started, the ship is taxied to 
activities to those dealing with the over-all picture. the take-off area. and a carefully controlled and ob- 

Hence, the creation of a work-scheduling and planning served take.off is made. The flight test is under way. 
organization. It is the planning supervisor, assisted by During the test flight. each functioning system of the 
his staff, who schedules the man} aircraft maintenance aircraft is carefully checked for proper ~f 
projects requested by various individuals or groups al,y irregularities are noted, they are recorded and must 
within the airline organization. plans all jobs within jIe corrected before scheduled flight is resumed. 
the shops, coordinates with the department in addition to routine checks, there may also be special 
the procurement of supplies. keeps detailed records on eiigineering tests or imestigations to be made. F~~ 
engine. instrument. and accessory times, sees that job example, engine tests ma, be run, not onb for tlie 
orders are issued when cost accumulation on a particular pose of testing the particular airplane involved, but to 
undertaking is desired. and develops work analyses lead- obtain data that may be useful to the entire aircraft 
ing to job simplification and standardization. Finally. it industry, or an instrument calibration of some nature 
is the planning group that releases the aircraft to the ma1 he required. Normally. it is here that the perform- operations department for scheduled operation. ance engineer steps into the limelight, gathering his 

THE END IN SIGHT 
data for subsequent reduction and application toward 
more efficient o r  safer flight operation of the aircraft. 

This release is accomplished in two steps. There is On some occasions, where a number of diverse testa and 
first the test flight. Although new installations on the checks are  being made sirnultarieously, the inside of the 
aircraft may have a previous shop test-propellers and plane resembles the main intersection of a metropolitan 
engines on a run-up stand, instruments inside pressfin* communit), such is the bustle of engineers, flight per- 
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When peace comes and operations return to normal? more 
and more industries will be on the lookout for  ways to b- 
prove their working conditions and increase output. Air 
conditioning will be used extensively to better control new 
products and processes in the postwar era. 

The tight STEELOX joints do  not permit infiltration of dust 
o r  vapor. For this reason STEELOX-paneled partitions? used 
with STEELOX floors and ceilings? are ideal for air conditioning 
instaIIations.Humidity~pressure~ temperature-and evennoise 
-are more easily regulated and maintained a t  the desired 
point in  a structure built of STEELOX panels. Sections are 
strong? light in  weight? and can be erected easily and quickly. 

Now is the time to get the complete story on STEELOX for 
postwar air conditioning applications. Just address the Build- 
ing Scctions Dept., The American Rolling Mill Company, 
2681 Curtis Street? Middjetown, Ohio. 
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makes its circuif about San Francisco Bay, men crawl 
into the nacelles five feet in back of the- propeller to 
make sure that everjthing there is in tip-top running 
shape. Should it be necessary to communicate with the 
piIot? the radio operator, or the flight engineer, pus~h of a 
hutton will connect them via the interphone system wit11 
any of these men. 

The test flight ends-it may be the middle of the night. 
Back on the ground. Inspection tells Plai~riing what 
loose cuds rnust be tied together and this information is 
passed on to those who will accomplish the necesbarj 
work involved with maximum speed. If calibration test3 
have been required? the performance engineer finishes 
the reduction and plotting of data obtained during the 
test flight and his conc~usions are posted within the air- 
plane for the use of the denarting flight crew. Planning. 
estimating accurately how much time will be required 
to accomplish these finishing touches, has already called 
Operations7 announcing just when the plane will be 
ready. Tlhe traffic department has notified the passengers 
and the loading crew is standing by* 

BACK ON SCHEDULE AGAIN 

At the tinie agreed upon7 the airplane is released to 
Operations; and except for the beaching crew that does 
the casting off and the line crew mechanics and inspector 
who again warm up the engines7 h e  maintenance de- 
partment has already turned its attention to another 
airplane. The passengers9 going aboard, the thundering 
taxi run, the ultimate take-off-features which still thrill 
the bystander-are now accepted as routine. That is  the 
difference which numerous departures a day have made. 
If one were to desire additional evidence, he  should note 
the passengers going aboard. Before the war began, it 
was orchids, dress clothes, cameras, flashlight bulbs, plus 
innumerahle friends and relations. Now it is a group of 
military personnel? commissioned and enlisted, some of 
them in shirtsleeves, their luggage merely a khaki bag 
under their arm, their departure unheralded and unat- 
tended. 

To summarize? it may be stated that for Pan American 
A i m a ~ s '  Pacific-Alaska Division, fhe net results and 
benefits derived from improved products and stream- 
lined maintenance methods over a 10-year period have 
included a 250 per cent increase in utilization and a 30 
per cent decrease in elapsed service times required. Such 
an illcrease in utilization is tantamount to almost tripling 
the size of the fleet on the basis of seat-miles and ton- 
miles made available. Finally, since the actual number 
of units operated has increased even more than this, it 
is evident that operatioz~s have been stepped up tre- 
niendo11sI y. 

In this light, then, "T~~rnirig Them Around:' while 
atill retaining its ad~enturous bide? is today a mature 
business. 

Month in Focus 
(Continued from Puge 31 

F<ecentIyz and proljablj in the paat as  well-at least 
more o b ~ i o ~ ~ s l  j IIOR -se~ era1 rases hate been observed 
in which the niemherahip of a union organi~ation hale 
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